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Ever since a violinist friend told me one day, "Doug, you're a Connector", I've had Malcolm Gladwell’s 
The Tipping Point on my book list. Frequently quoted by other business books, I finally used a business 
trip to Grand Rapids, MI to knock it out. 
 
Gladwell introduces the concept of a Tipping Point, the point of inflection where even a small change 
can have epidemic-like impact, in examples such as the stratospheric rise of the Airwalk shoe brand in 
the 1990s, the drastic reduction in New York City crime in the same decade, as well as the overnight 
response to Paul Revere's midnight ride. 
 
He writes that huge changes need not require herculean, brute-force effort. Rather, with the right 
combination of certain human actors such as Connectors, Mavens, and Salespeople, an outsized 
outcome can be created much more efficiently. Two other change agents he describes as the Stickiness 
Factor and the Power of Context, society-changing (or at least -influencing) results can be predicted and 
manufactured. 
 
The Tipping Point concept has caused controversy, which in my view affirms the impact that Gladwell's 
theories have had in sociology and epidemiology in our modern society. It's also led me to add another 
book to my list for a future review: Make Your Bed: Little Things That Can Change Your Life ...And Maybe 
The World by US Retired Navy Admiral William H. McRaven. 
 
I heartily recommend this book and am happy to send a copy to the first 10 interested readers who drop 
me an email! 
 
PS: Gladwell begins his description of a Connector as a person in a community who knows large 
numbers of people and is in the habit of making introductions to others: "People with a special gift for 
bringing the world together". Thanks for the compliment and the astute recognition, Whitney! 
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